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Internet Acceptable Use Policy – July 2021
St. Cecilia’s School, Cregg, Sligo.

Introductory Statement
The aim of this Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) is to ensure that staff and students will benefit

from learning opportunities offered by the school’s Internet resources in a safe and

effective manner.  The internet use and access is considered a school resource and

privilege.  Therefore, if the school AUP is not adhered to, this privilege will be withdrawn

and appropriate sanctions as outlined in the AUP will be imposed.   It is envisaged that

school and parent representatives may revise the AUP annually or when necessary.

Before signing, the AUP should be read carefully to indicate that the conditions of use are

accepted and understood.

This version of the AUP was created on July 5th 2021 by the Deputy Principal Ben Lewis and

Principal Éilis Dillon.   It was then circulated to all of the staff for comment/additions and

presented to the Board of Management in September 2021.

Aim
The aim of this internet acceptable use policy (AUP) is to ensure that staff and students will

benefit from learning opportunities offered by the school’s IT resources in a safe, secure,

responsible and effective manner. St. Cecilia’s aim is to offer a supervised and protected

web environment for students.

Internet Access in the School
Providing access to the internet in school will raise educational standards and support the

professional work of staff.
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All staff and students will have access to websites world wide to work with students with

special needs.

Staff will have the opportunity to access educational items and good curriculum practice

through communication with advisory and support services, professional associations and

colleagues.

In the future the internet may be used to enhance more of the school’s management

information and business administration systems.

The internet is already used to update the school’s roll (Aladdin) and communications with

the National Educational Welfare Board.  It is used to update school staff attendance

through O.L.C.S. and student enrolment on POD.

Communication with parents and if necessary distance learning is encouraged through

the Seesaw app.  This is also used  for assessment - recording, evidence, an e-portfolio.

School’s Strategy
The school will employ a number of strategies in order to maximise learning opportunities

and reduce risks associated with the internet.  These strategies are as follows:

General
· Internet sessions for students will always be during class time and supervised by a

staff member.

· Filtering software and/or equivalent systems will be used in order to minimise the risk

of exposure to inappropriate material provided by the NCTE.

· The school will control and restrict student’s internet usage.

· Staff will be provided with training in the area of internet safety – Read documents
below:-

· Students will be guided on all aspects of safe usage.

· Uploading and downloading of non-approved software will not be permitted.
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· Virus protection software will be used and updated on a regular basis as per the ICT

contract.

· The use of personal access devices e.g. memory cards, USB keys or CD-ROMs in

school requires a teacher’s permission.

· Staff and students will observe good “netiquette” (i.e. etiquette on the internet) at

all times and will not undertake any actions that may bring the school into

disrepute.

· Internet safety advice and guidelines can be viewed at:

· http://www.ncte.ie/InternetSafety/

· http://www.webwise.ie

· http://www.education.ie

Electrical Safety
Whilst charging or using electronic equipment, heat is generated in both the power

adapter and the device. To avoid overheating always ensure that the equipment and

charger are placed on a suitable hard surface such as a desk/floor and never on

anything soft such as cushions, bed coverings or the carpets. Failure to do this could result

in a fire. If the equipment is not operating correctly, e.g. strange noises or sparks from the

power adapter or device, or there is a burning smell then immediately switch the

equipment off at the plug and report it to the ICT Co-ordinator (Ben Lewis) or another

senior member of staff. Do not use the equipment again until told it is safe to do so.  Do

not leave equipment charging overnight.  Computers should be shut down at the end of

each school day. An electrical check is carried out regularly (PAT) in accordance with the

Health and Safety Policy.

A charging case is available to charge all school IPads.  IPads should not be charged in

classrooms.

Health
When using any ICT equipment you must take regular breaks to move around. You must

ensure that the equipment is, wherever possible, located on a flat hard surface with plenty
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of room around it to work. Any cables being used should be sensibly positioned so they do

not form trip hazards. The lighting and heat of the room should be adjusted to a

comfortable level.  If at any time while using ICT equipment you experience headaches,

tiredness or other muscular pains or spasms you must take a break immediately. If you

regularly experience any of these symptoms then please make an appointment to discuss

this with your doctor/medical practitioner.

World Wide Web
Staff and students will not intentionally visit internet sites that contain obscene, illegal,

hateful or otherwise objectionable materials. However should this happen staff have

been/are instructed to click the back button and immediately inform the Principal/Deputy

Principal of the event.

· Staff and students will use the internet for educational purposes only.  Access levels

will reflect the curriculum requirements and attainment levels of the students.

· Staff members must familiarise themselves with copyright issues relating to online

learning.

· Personal information will not be disclosed or publicised.

· Any usage, including distributing or receiving information, school-related or

personal, may be monitored for unusual activity, security and/or network

management reasons.

Gmail
Each teacher has a name@stceciliasschool.ie Gmail address for the use of cloud storage,

back up in the form of google drive and the use of Gmail to  contact parents for distance

learning and school business only.

· Teachers will use approved email account (school account only - no individual

accounts are to be set up for students).  This applies to both outgoing and

incoming email.

· Staff will not send or receive any material that is illegal, obscene, and defamatory

or that is intended to annoy or intimidate another person.
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· Staff will not reveal their own personal details or other people’s details, such as

addresses or telephone numbers.

· Staff will never arrange a face-to-face meeting with someone they only know

through emails or the internet.

GSuite
When using GSuite (Google Drive,Google Classroom, Gmail etc), teachers will use

approved school email accounts only. Student/school documents should only be stored

here if your device is encrypted (password protected) and is not left unattended without

the relevant protections in place.  It is imperative that after each session you log out of

your school GSuite account or any other school accounts (Seesaw, Aladdin etc) to ensure

that no one can access any data.  Passwords are not to be saved.  These have to be

entered manually as part of every log in.

Distance Learning
In circumstances where teaching cannot be conducted on the school premises, teachers

may use Google Classroom, Google Meet, Zoom, Seesaw, Padlet or other platforms

approved by the Principal  (“Online Platforms”) to assist with remote teaching and

learning where necessary.

The school has a paid Seesaw for schools account. The school has signed up to the terms

of service of the online platforms in use by the school. In the case of Seesaw, distance

learning codes will be generated by the school and students granted access to the

Seesaw CLASS app where activities and parent communication can be administered by

the teacher.  Each class can be monitored by the school Principal/Deputy Principal as

administrators of the account.

If teachers are using Zoom, parents/guardians can consent by submitting their own email

address for their child to access lessons on Zoom. Parents/guardians must also agree to

monitor their child’s participation in any such lessons conducted on online platforms.

Recording is permitted for the protection of staff and students but should remain

confidential and can not be published without the permission of the Principal.
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SNA’s can participate in the Zoom meetings as part of teacher lead lessons and conduct

activities independently (with the prior permission of the principal and under the

instruction of the class teacher).  SNA’s can link with areas such as movement, stretches,

personal care, sensory stories, OT programmes, hygiene advice, food preparation and

preparation of resources.

Any video assistance given by the SNA must have the prior knowledge of the Principal

and Class teacher and Parents/guardians must also agree to monitor their child’s

participation in any such lessons conducted on online platforms. Recording is permitted

for the protection of staff and students but should remain confidential and can not be

published without the permission of the Principal.

Communication/Teaching and Learning Platform document (November 2020) needs to

be consulted further in regard to distance learning.

If a staff member is absent and has a class Seesaw account on their personal device they

are encouraged to log out and/or switch off all app notifications so that they can focus

on their own wellness and not have work distractions.

The Right to Disconnect
The Workplace Relations Commission (the “WRC”) has published its Code of Practice on the

Right to Disconnect (the “Code”). The Code came into effect as of 1st April 2021 and defines

for the first time in an Irish context the Right to Disconnect. While failure by an employer to

follow the Code is not an offence in itself, the Code is now admissible in evidence in

proceedings before a Court, the Labour Court or the WRC.

The Code states that the Right to Disconnect refers to an employee’s right to be able to
disengage from work and refrain from engaging in work-related electronic
communications, such as emails, telephone calls or other messages, outside normal
working hours.

The Code states that the Right to Disconnect has three main elements:
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1)  the right of an employee to not routinely perform work outside normal working hours;

2)  the right to not be penalised for refusing to attend to work matters outside of normal
working hours; and

3)  the duty to respect another person’s right to disconnect (e.g., by not routinely
emailing or calling outside normal working hours).

If an employee makes a complaint to the WRC relating to their working hours under the
Organisation of Working Time Act 1997, the Safety Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005,
the Employment (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2018, or the Terms of Employment
(Information) Acts 1994 - 2014, the employer’s compliance or otherwise with the Code will
be taken into account in the adjudication of that complaint.

At St. Cecilia’s School we aim to implement the code. We envisage the “creation of a
culture in which employees feel they can disconnect from work and work-related
devices”.
(source:https://www.mccannfitzgerald.com/knowledge/employment/right-to-disconnect-
what-does-it-mean-for-employers)

We recognise that staff can have school related business through gmail, Seesaw,
Whatsapp etc on their personal devices.  It is up to the individual teacher to disconnect
from these out of normal school working hours so that they are not disturbed.

As a school we will endeavour to schedule emails for reasonable working times and keep
messages to a minimum after school hours.  It is also recognised that urgent school
business could arise and that contacting staff could be necessary on occasion out of
school hours, but will not be a routine occurrence.
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Internet Chat
Chat rooms, discussion forums and other electronic communication forums will only

be used for educational purposes, with teacher/SNA supervision.

· Usernames will be used to avoid disclosure of identity.

· Face-to-face meetings with some one organised via internet chat is forbidden.

ICT School website/social media
www.stceciliasschool.ie

Schools with their own web site regard it as a means of informing the public about their

school and as a way of promoting the work done in their school. Some websites contain

information on initiatives and projects that the school is involved in, as well as examples of

students’ work.

https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-Reports-Publications/Evaluation-Rep

orts-Guidelines/ICT-in-Schools-Inspectorate-Evaluation-Studies.pdf (Page 61).

St. Cecilia’s has an active website/blog, Facebook and twitter page.  Each teacher as a

minimum requirement is asked to post at least once a theme (every 6-8 weeks).

The website/blog, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter page will be monitored by the ICT

Co-ordinator (Deputy Principal) and Principal.

Social media platforms aim to:

● Promote the school.

● Provide information to parents and the wider community.

● Promote students’ work.

● Give students the opportunity to publish projects, artwork or school work for a larger

audience on the world wide web.

● Celebrate good work.

● Personal student information including surnames, home addresses and contact

details will not be disclosed on school web pages.

● Students will continue to own the copyright on any work published.
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Social media is playing an ever increasing role in society.  St. Cecilia’s school has decided

to use Facebook, Twitter and YouTube as a means of promoting the school, providing

parents with up to date information and promoting educational articles related to the

needs of the students.  This acceptable use policy is available to all staff, parents and

students.

Communications
A wide range of rapidly developing communications technologies has the potential to

enhance learning. The following table shows how the school currently considers the

benefit and risks/disadvantages of using these technologies for education:

Communication Technologies Allowed Allowed at certain

times

Allowed with staff

permission (Principal)

Not allowed

Mobile phones may be brought to

school

*

Use of mobile phones in lessons *

Use of mobile phones during social

time

*

Taking photos on personal mobile

phones (save to Seesaw and delete

from personal phone ASAP)

* educational

purposes only

Use of hand held devices e.g. PDA’s,

PSPs, etc

*

Use of personal email addresses in

school, or on school network

*

Use of school email for personal

emails

*

Use of chat rooms/facilities * educational

purposes only

Use of instant messaging * educational

purposes only
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Use of social networking sites e.g.

Facebook, twitter, YouTube

* educational

purposes only

Use of blogs *

Use of websites for personal use e.g.

internet banking

*

Inappropriate Activities
The following table identifies “inappropriate activities” in school.

User Actions Acceptable Acceptable

at certain

times

Acceptable

for

nominated

users

Unacceptable Unacceptable

and illegal

Users shall not

visit Internet

sites, make,

post,

download,

upload, data

transfer,

communicate

or pass on,

material,

remarks,

proposals or

comments

that contain

or relate to:

child sexual abuse

images

*

promotion or conduct

of illegal acts, e.g.

under the child

protection, obscenity,

computer misuse and

fraud legislation

*

racist material *

pornography *

promotion of any kind

of discrimination

*

promotion of racial or

religious hatred

*

threatening behaviour,

including promotion of

physical violence or

mental harm

*

any other information

which may be

offensive to colleagues

or breaches the

*
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integrity of the ethos of

the school or brings

the school into

disrepute

Using school systems to run a private

business

*

Use systems, applications, websites or

other mechanisms that bypass the

filtering or other safeguards

employed by SWGfL and / or the

school

*

Uploading, downloading or

transmitting commercial software or

any copyrighted materials belonging

to third parties, without the necessary

licensing permissions

*

Revealing or publicising confidential

or proprietary information (e.g.

financial / personal information,

databases, computer / network

access codes and passwords)

*

Creating or propagating computer

viruses or other harmful files

*

Carrying out sustained or

instantaneous high volume network

traffic (downloading / uploading files)

that causes network congestion and

hinders others in their use of the

internet

*

On-line gaming *

On-line gambling *

On-line shopping / commerce *

File sharing *
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Use of social networking sites *

Personal Devices
Students/Staff using their own technology in school should follow the rules set out in this

agreement. They will only use personal/ hand held / external devices (mobile phones /

USB devices etc) in school if they have permission. The school accept no responsibility for

damage caused to personal devices during use in school.

Staff Mobile Phones
Following collaboration with staff at a staff meeting on 21/5/19 it was agreed that staff

could take photographs of students at work and learning so that evidence for e-portfolios

can be gathered and uploaded for parents/families (Seesaw). Staff should delete

photographs as soon as possible from personal mobile phones.  Parents will be made

aware of this practice via this policy.  Staff should only participate in this practice if their

personal phones are encrypted (password protected) at the lock screen. Should a staff

member lose/misplace their mobile phone containing student photographs the following

procedure should be followed:

Staff to remotely wipe their phone using the relevant software.

Staff to report to the Principal/ICT Co-ordinator (Deputy Principal).

Parents to be contacted by the Principal/Deputy Principal.

Staff use of mobile phone policy should be consulted in conjunction with this document.

Legislation
The school will provide information on the following legislation relating to use of the

Internet which teachers, students and parents should familiarise themselves with:

Data Protection Act 2018

· Child Trafficking and Pornography Act 1998

· Interception Act 1993

· Video Recordings Act 1989

· The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 2018
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Support Structures
The school will inform staff of key support structures and organisations that deal with illegal

material or harmful use of the internet.

Sanctions
Misuse of the Internet may result in disciplinary action, including a written warning, and

withdrawal of access privileges and in extreme cases, suspension/staff sanctions.  The

school also reserves the right to report any illegal activities to the appropriate authorities.

Success Criteria
We will evaluate the success of this policy based on numbers of breaches of internet

security which are brought to our attention through:

Staff feedback

Parent feedback

Roles and Responsibilities
This policy will be considered by the Board of Management and made available to the

wider school community.

Following ratification it will be implemented and monitored by teaching staff and senior

management.  It will be reviewed annually at staff meetings or on such occasions as

necessary.  Should any difficulty arise the teacher with responsibility for ICT Ben Lewis will

make the Principal aware and it will be dealt with in an appropriate manner.  Please see

Digital Learning Plan for wider school community roles.

Timeframe for Implementation
This policy will be implemented following ratification of this policy by the Board of

Management.
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Responsibility for Review
ICT co-ordinator and/or Principal in consultation with other staff will review this policy

annually.

Ratification and Communication
Parents will be informed of this policy and a copy made available via the school

website/blog (www.stceciliasschool.ie – links).  They may make direct representation to

the Principal, the parent reps on the Board of Management or the Chairperson of the

Board of Management.

This policy was made available for ratification at the Board Meeting on May 15th 2020.

Date:_________________ Signed:__________________

(Michael Horan, Chairman, BOM)

Signed: __________________

(Éilis Dillon, Principal)
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St. Cecilia’s School, Cregg, Sligo

Staff Agreement Form

Please review the attached school Internet Acceptable Use Policy, sign and return this

agreement form to the Principal.

I agree to follow the school’s Acceptable Use Policy. I will use the internet in a responsible

way and obey all the rules explained to me by the school.

I agree to use the GSuite account assigned by the school, for school business only and in

agreement with the AUP.  I am aware that its content remains the property of St. Cecilia’s

and will not be accessible should I no longer remain an employee of the school.

I understand my own responsibilities if using a personal mobile phone for the purposes of

evidence collection for students.

Name of Staff Member:    _____________________________

Date:   ________________________
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Parent Permission Form

Student’s Name:  __________________________________ Date:  _______________

Parent/Guardian

As the parent or legal guardian of the above student, I have read the Acceptable Use

Policy of St. Cecilia’s School (www.stceciliasschool.ie - links) and grant permission for my

son or daughter or the child in my care to access the internet under adult supervision

during class time.  I understand that internet access is intended for educational purposes.

I also understand that every reasonable precaution has been taken by the school to

provide for online safety but the school cannot be held responsible if students access

unsuitable websites.

I accept the above paragraph [   ]      I do not accept the above paragraph   [   ]

(Please tick as appropriate)

In relation to the school website and social media (Facebook, twitter and YouTube), I

accept that, if the school considers it appropriate, my child’s photograph and/or school

work may be chosen for inclusion on the school’s website and/or social media.  I

understand and accept the terms of the Acceptable Use Policy relating to publishing the

student’s image and/or work on the school website.

I accept the above paragraph [   ]        I do not accept the above paragraph [   ]

(Please tick as appropriate)
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In relation to the use of staff mobile phones, I understand and accept that staff can take

photographs of the students on personal devices for the purposes of gathering

educational evidence for sharing with parents/families although the individual staff

member takes active steps to password protect his/her phone no responsibility can be

taken for the actions of others should that device be lost/stolen.

I accept the above paragraph [   ]        I do not accept the above paragraph [   ]

(Please tick as appropriate)

Signature:  ______________________________ Date: ___________________
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Dear Parent/Guardian,

Re: Internet Permission Form

As part of the school’s education programme we offer students supervised access to the

internet. This allows students access to a large array of online educational resources to

enhance the learning experience.

Access to and use of the internet requires responsibility on the part of the user and the

school. These responsibilities are outlined in the school’s Acceptable Use Policy

(www.stceciliasschool.ie - links). It is important that this document is read carefully, signed

by a parent or guardian and returned to the school.

Although the school takes active steps to promote safe use of the internet, it recognises

the possibility that students may accidentally or deliberately access inappropriate or

objectionable material.

The school respects each family’s right to decide whether or not to allow their children

access to the internet and social media as defined by the school’s Acceptable Use Policy.

Having read the terms of our school’s Acceptable Use Policy, you may like to take a

moment to consider how the internet is used in your own home, and see if there is any

way you could make it safer for your own family.

Yours sincerely,

Ben Lewis

Deputy Principal
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